Time
12.15-12.30
pm

How
Welcome +
Introduction
10-15 min

12.30-1pm

Masterclass
30 min

Half day TRAINING program: ‘PUBLISHING WITH IMPACT’
Thursday 23 November, APSR Congress 2017, Sydney, Australia
What
By whom
What to expect?
Introducing the program: Publishing clinical
Modern-day research
Prof Paul Reynolds
research with impact relies on a comprehensive
publishing
Co-Editor in Chief
approach to research performance, publication
RESPIROLOGY
and promotion.
Facilitator
Insight by the expert:
Perspective:
Prof Andrew Bush
Views on how to juggle clinical work and research
Getting started - writing your Past Editor in Chief
to make impact in a meaningful way and advice on
THORAX
CV and grant applications
how to set yourself up for success.

1-1.45pm

Workshop
45 min

1.45-2pm

Afternoon Tea
15 min
Masterclass
30 min

2-2.30pm

2.30-3pm

Masterclass
30 min

3-3.30pm

Panel discussion
30 min

Training:
Academic writing with
impact
Enhance your success with
manuscript submission &
review

Dr Anke van Eekelen
Dr Lieve Bultynck
Editorial Office
RESPIROLOGY

Tips on topics:
- general manuscript layout & function,
- writing style & plagiarism prevention,
- reporting guidelines for clinical studies,
- journal selection & publication ethics
requirements

Perspective:
International peer review for
research quality and value
assessment

Prof Philip Bardin
Co-Editor in Chief
RESPIROLOGY

Perspective:
Current trends in research
publishing and promotion

Julia Ballard WILEY

Insight by the expert:
How to achieve quality control and peer
assessment of significance of new research in
science publishing? Examples from 2 international
peer review journals
Insight by the expert:
Publication models (Green vs Gold Open Access),
ORCID, PUBLONS and other new online platforms
for promotion of research & researcher

The reality of achieving
impact in clinical research

4pm – start of Conference Welcome Reception

Senior Journal Publishing
Manager

Facilitator + panel of
all speakers

Q&A session on what is possible and appears
required nowadays for researchers to make an
impact in medical science and clinical practice

